We prove fl(~i)
. The original and the modified problem are equivalent for random access computers.
In that case, Mehlhorn and Naher [16] show that UNION-SPLIT-FIND(n)
can be implemented so that dl operations have worst case complexity O (log log n). Mehlhorn, Naher and Alt [17] show that any implementation on a pointer machine has amortized complexity Q(log log n).
La Poutr6 [15] shows that any implementation of SPLIT-FIND(n) on a pointer machine has worst case complexity Q(log log n). In this paper, we show: •1
We now turn to dynamic problems.
Given a string z E (Z U {J-})*, we denote by Z/L the string in Z" obtained by removing all occurrences of J-from z.
For instance, ab.lbla/L = abba.
Let L~Z" be a language. Let L1-PREFIX(n) There is a scheme for storing n-dictionaries We now describe scheme for constructing static data structures storing E-coloured subsets of [n] of size less than or equal to m = [2(1°gn)l-"4], in order to get a contradiction with Theorem 5. Given n such that log log n is an integer, and i s log log n define [ Assume now that Theorem 4 does not hold for n = N for some large integer N. We can without loss of generality assume that log log lV is an integer.
Following Ajtai, we now define a family of test sets T: for Bob. T: is defined when log log n is an integer greater than or equal to (1 -~) log log N + 2i(log log lV)112. It consists of coloured subset of
[n]. -] and let C be the event that 1{.7 E Let h = l&
We We can fix /?, so that pT~71(B@) a~= 6. Put B' = Be. 
